
ELEVATOR MODERNIZATION   

Nidec Kinetek specializes, and handles motor

application products based on "everything that

spins and moves," centering around a motor

business that comprises an expansive product

line, from small precision, to supersized motors.

ST ART-UP MENU

Provide quick start-up

menu for ease of

installation.

ECONOMY SOLUTION

A3 compatible, low rise,

up to 800kg load capacity

STATE-OF-THE ART CONCEPT

It features state-of-the-art

concepts and rich systems

that can interface with various

types of door systems, serial,

and paroral communications.



The more MODERN, the better COMFORT

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Kinetek engineers have created the industry’s most diverse and 

comprehensive line of elevator control products. Our sophisticated designs 

and state-of-the-art manufacturing technology work together to produce

field-proven, reliable products.

MACHINE TECHNOLOGY

Kinetek provides a wide power range of AC, AC Permanent Magnet (ACPM),

and DC motors for any installation. ACPM machines use 30% less power
and are simple and more dependable than induction motors.

INCREASE EFFICIENCY

Kinetek offers modernizing

elevators to increases their

efficiency. It is a solution that

works to increase the efficiency

of elevators in a remarkable

way.

LOW ENERGY COST

Kinetek helps you in saving

valuable energy and cut

costs by a significant

amount.

IMPROVED RELIABILITY

Kinetek lets you invest in elevator

modernization and improved the

reliability of your elevators. You can

easily make sure that we use the best

machine technology in each

elevators.

SAFETY

Kinetek helps you improve

the safety standard of your

elevators that is on par with

the current standards.

CONTACT DETIALS :

How can we be of assistance to you on any 
current or future projects?

Contact us on            011  793 6260
Emergency number   080 141 5165

Email sales@jessen.co.za

www.Jessen-lifts.co.za

South Africa

FEATURES

http://www.jessen.co.za/
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